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• modelling molecular line emission
• modelling dust emission
• modelling dust scattering
• development of radiative transfer tools



Motivation
✵ we wish to study structure, composition, and dynamics of 

interstellar clouds and the process of star formation 

✵ all information based on observed radiation: molecular lines, 
dust emission, extinction, scattering

... but there are complications

✵ optical depth effects

✵ molecular abundances are not constant (chemistry, 
interaction with dust grains)

✵ dust properties are not constant (size variations, ice mantles, 
coagulation, temperature effects)

✵ variations in heating radiation,  complex source geometries 



 => we need  radiative transfer modelling to make the connection
       between source properties and observed radiation
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Dust emission from interstellar 
clouds

• absorption cross section
• scattering cross section
• scattering law
• size distribution
• specific heats

radiative transfer

dust model cloud model

radiation 
field

• density 
• velocity
• temperature
• abundances



The code

– Monte Carlo for continuum transfer
● regular grids in 1D, 2D, 3D
● solves dust temperatures for both large grains 

(equilibrium temperature) and small grains 
(transiently heated)

● Juvela & Padoan 2003, A&A 397, 201; Juvela 
2005, A&A, 440, 531

– weighted sampling
– accelerated Monte Carlo methods
– use of a reference field



Weighted sampling
- example: spherical cloud, 
central radiation source, 
optically thick envelope

- inner envelope has very small 
volume (~10-5) => without 
weighted sampling the core 
becomes decoupled from the 
rest of the cloud



Accelerated Monte Carlo
- similar to ALI methods: temperatures updated taking explicitly 
  into account the coupling between neighbouring cells
  

diagonal

tridiagonal



Reference field
- simulate difference to a reference solution, e.g., the 
solution from the previous iteration

- information gathered on previous iterations is not 
discarded



Comparison with 
Bjorkman & Wood 
'immediate re-
emission' code (MC3D 
implementation by S. 
Wolf)
 
Weighting+AMC
+ref.field: 

● as fast (faster at high 
● requires less memory
● becomes relatively 
faster if temperature 
update requires more 
work: several dust 
species or size 
distribution, inclusion of 
transiently heated 
particles



Transiently heated particles
– in a cloud with millions of cells there must be a 

large number of very similar cells
– if one solved the emission for one cell, one 

could use the same result for all other similar 
cells 

–  the mapping  absorbed photons -> 
emitted photons only depends on the local 
radiation field

– the time-consuming calculations are done for a 
smaller set of cells, the rest are interpolated

1. Initial simulation of the radiation field (possibly 
with a model of lower resolution)

2. Solve [absorption -> emission] for a finite 
number of cells (~10000)

3. Calculate radiation field in the full cloud model
4. Read emission for each cell from the pre-

computed  mapping [absorption -> emission





Modelling with 3D cloud models

– Initial model for L1780 based on observed 
200

– Observations fitted by varying column 
densities (pixel by pixel), radiation field, and 
eventually spatial distribution of dust 
components

1) fitted 200µm 
– N as free parameters, radiation field fixed => perfect 

fit
2) fitted 100µm + 200µm

● free parameters N and the intensity of the radiation 
field

● no longer a perfect fit
● asymmetric field cannot explain the intensity ratios

3) all data, adding spatially varying dust 
properties
... work ongoing: Ridderstad et al.



Further uses of
continuum 

calculations:

– predictions of future 
observations of dust 
clouds (Planck, 
Herschel)

– as input for 
calculations of 
interstellar chemistry,   
 dust polarization ...
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Light scattering

● additional information on dust 
distribution and grain properties
– independent of dust temperature !
– dust properties  ÈÈ �   radiation field

● three recent projects
– scattered NIR light from quiescent interstellar 

clouds as a probe of column density
– H scattered light in dark clouds clouds
– UV and visual scattered light from carbon star 

IRC+10216



Foster & Goodman 2006: Cloudshine



Padoan et al. 2006,  Juvela et al. 2006



Observations of a filament 
in CrA:

* Data confirm that what we
   see is indeed scattered ISRF

* Scattered light at least as good a 
   column density tracer as the 
   reddening of background stars.Ju
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All-sky surveys reveal dark clouds with H  
excess

– early explanations involved enhanced CR rates
– we believe it can be explained by normal 

scattering of the Galactic H field
– simulations with spherical cloud models and the 

2D sky background obtained from WHAM 



– L1780 is a prime example (H first noticed by del 
Burgo et al. 2006)

Mattila, Juvela & Lehtinen  2007

H is a line => 
- linewidths !
- carries velocity information
- illumination differs from continuum



● IRC +10216
– high mass loss,  carbon rich AGB star
– modelling was done for scattered ISRF in U,B, 

and V
– resulted in improved constraints on dust 

properties, evidence of increased mass loss 
rate

Lunttila & Juvela 2007Observed V-band, Leao et al. 2006


